**Fannie Mae – HAMP Program Documentation Index**

Key:
- **SG** = Fannie Mae Servicing Guide, Part VII (As of September 11, 2010)
- **A** = Announcement __-__
- **Conv. FAQs** = HAMP Conversion Campaign FAQs (this was non-GSE guidance converted into Fannie Mae guidance via A09-38)

---

**ALTERNATIVE MODIFICATION (FOR LOANS IN HAMP TRIAL PLANS ON OR PRIOR TO 6/1/10)**

**General**, See Lender Letters LL-2010-04 and LL 2010-07

**APPLICATIONS**
- Incomplete Package (notification & solicitation req’ts), SG 610.03.05, 610.04.02
- Must be Complete Prior to Evaluation, SG 610.03.05
- RMA, SG 610.02
- Standard Forms, SG 610.02
- Timing, Acknowledgement of Receipt, SG 610.03.05
- Timing, Review of Initial Package, SG 610.03.05

**AVAILABILITY/DURATION (OF HAMP)**, SG 610.01

**ARREARS**, Conv. FAQ 1222-01

**BANKRUPTCY [MAY CHANGE SOON]**
- Borrower Eligibility, SG 610.01
- Borrowers in Bankruptcy (active)
- May be Considered at Servicer’s Discretion, SG 610.01, 610.04.07
- Borrowers who file during a trial period, SG 610.04.07
- Required Language (added to Modification Agreement) for discharged and not reaffirmed debt, SG 610.04.06

**CONTACT(S)**, FAQ 1000

**CONVERSION**
- Effective Date (4/21/09), SG 610
- General, Conv. FAQs; A10-03
- First Lien, requirements, SG 610.01; FAQ 1103
- Modification Effective Date, SG 610 – M
- Not timely evaluated/converted, Conv. FAQ 1222-01

**CREDIT REPORTING**
Current Prior to TPP, SG 610.08.05; FAQ 1903, 2004
Definition of “delinquent,” FAQ 2407
Delinquent Prior to TPP, SG 610.08.05; FAQ 2004
General, FAQ 2004

DENIALS – SEE NOTICES

DOCUMENTS
Credit Report, FAQ 1113
GSE vs. non-GSE, FAQ 1303
Non-uniform, SG 610.02
Profit and Loss Statements, etc., see Income Verification
Standard, SG 610.02
SPA, FAQ 1300
State-specific, FAQ 1304
TPP Conditional Language, FAQ 1307

ELIGIBILITY

Borrower/Household Member Eligibility
2nd HAMP offer, SG 610.01; FAQ 2008, 2403
Bankruptcy, SG 610.01, 610.04.07; FAQ 1305
Co-Borrowers
Deceased, SG 610.04.06
Divorced, SG 610.04.06
Non-Resident, SG 610.04.06
Non-Responsive, FAQ 2200
Unrelated, FAQ 1112
Vacated, FAQ 1112
Household member’s expenses, FAQ 1707
Household member’s income, FAQ 1706, 2203
Non-borrower household income, SG 610 - N
Unemployed, FAQ 2204, 2205
Voluntary Submission and removal of Alimony/Child Support documentation,
SG 610.03.05

Challenging (a determination), FAQ 1000 (servicing_solutions@fanniemae.com)

Default
Not necessary, SG 610.01
Not required to resolve, FAQ 1100
Reasonably Foreseeable (Imminent) Default, SG 610.03.03

Escrow
Changes during a Trial Period, FAQ 2209
Home equity loans, FAQ 1103
Required, SG 610.01

General, SG 610.01
“Good Faith” / upfront payments (not allowed), FAQ 2207
Hardship (short-term/long-term), SG 610.01, 610.03.01; Conv. FAQ 1208-01
HOPE for Homeowners, SG 610.10; FAQ 2300
Housing Counselors (information from), FAQ 2208

Loan Eligibility
- First Lien, SG 610.01; FAQ 1103
- General, SG 610.01
- HELOCs/ Home Equity Lines of Credit, SG 610.01; FAQ 1103
- Inter vivos revocable trust, FAQ 1108
- Jumbo Conforming Mortgage Loans, Definition, SG 610 - J
- Loan Term (longer than 480 mos.), FAQ 2311
- Second Lien, FAQ 2202

Payment ratio (31 percent), SG 610 – M, T, 610.01
- Treatment of Payment Option ARMS, SG 610.03.06; FAQ 1114

Prior “failure” of a HAMP trial plan – ineligible, SG 610.04.06

Redemption Period, FAQ 1111

Residence Eligibility
- Condo/Co-op, SG 610.01, FAQ 1104
- Multi-Unit Properties (eligible), SG 610.01
- Not Vacant or Condemned, SG 610.01
- Primary Residence (required), SG 610.01; FAQ 1113
- Primary Residence (verification thereof), SG 610.03.05
- Temporarily Displaced (Military/Incarcerated), FAQ 2201

Servicer Validation/Notification of, SG 610.03.05; FAQ 2314; Conv. FAQ 1230-01, 1208-02

Temporary Review Period, Conv. FAQ 1230-01, 1230-02

Escrow
- Analysis, FAQ 1400, 1401
- Capitalization / Treatment of Shortage, SG 610 – E, 610.03.09
- Changes during TPP, FAQ 2209
- Continuing after TPP failure, FAQ 1311
- Deficiency/Shortages, SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1401; Conv. FAQ 1208-03
- Escrow Advance, FAQ 1402
- General, SG 610.03.09; FAQ 1103
- Loan Documents, FAQ 1306
- Mandatory Nature, SG 610.03.09
- Payment Estimates, FAQ 1400
- Shortage, Inclusion in “Monthly Mortgage Payment,” SG 610.03.05
- Truth-in-Lending statement (not necessary), FAQ 1402

Forbearance
- “Forbearance Plan”, FAQ 1101
- In Lieu of Term Extension, FAQ 2302
- Partial Principal Prepay (“Curtailment”) (application of), FAQ 1500
- Principal, FAQ 1310
- Prior Forbearance, FAQ 2308
**FORECLOSURE**

Alternatives (must consider), FAQ 2001
Foreclosure Restart States, SG 610.04.04; FAQ 2002
General (Holds/ Stops/ Referral), SG 610.04.04; FAQ 1106, 2000
Suspended, FAQ 1101, 1106, 2000

**GOVERNMENT MONITORING DATA**

Borrower Declines to Furnish Information, SG 610.03.02; FAQ 2505, 2506
General, SG 610.03.02; FAQ 2500
Required Information, FAQ 2500

**HUD COUNSELING**

Information From (to determine eligibility), FAQ 2208
No Payment Required, SG 610.03.07; FAQ 1600
Required (55%), SG 610.03.07; FAQ 1600, 1601

**INCENTIVE PAYMENTS**

**Borrower**

“Good Standing,” SG 610 – L, 610.06, 610.09.04; FAQ 2400, 2402, 2409
Incentives paid on trial payments once modification is final, SG 610.09.04
“Pay for performance” payable during delinquency, FAQ 2409
“Pay for performance” incentive not gross income, FAQ 2206
“Pay for success” incentive, FAQ 2401

**General**, SG 610.09.04

*Based on 31% Ratio*, FAQ 1102
*Form of*, FAQ 2404
*Loan Paid in Full (no incentive payments)*, FAQ 2405

**Servicer**

“Pay for success” incentive, FAQ 2401

**INCOME VERIFICATION**

**Co-Borrowers**

*Deceased*, FAQ 2200
*Divorced*, FAQ 2200
*Generally Must Submit*, SG 610.03.05
*Non-Resident*, SG 610.04.06
*Non-Responsive*, FAQ 2200
*Unrelated*, FAQ 1112
*Vacated*, FAQ 1112

Consecutive Paystubs (not required), SG 610.03.05; Conv. FAQ 1207-03

**General (Documentation)**, SG 610.03.05

**Gross Up of Non-Taxable Income (e.g., Social Security) (1.25)**, SG 610.03.05

Household member’s expenses, SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1707

Household member’s income, FAQ 1706, 2203

Inconsistent Information, SG 610.03.05; Conv. FAQ 1215-01

IRS Form 4506-T, SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1700; Conv. FAQ 1210-01
Material differences (incl. fraud), SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1708
“Monthly Gross Income,” SG 610.03.05
Non-borrower household income, SG 610 – N, 610.03.05; FAQ 2203
Notice of Incomplete Information, SG 610.03.05
Notice of Receipt (10 business days), SG 610.03.05
“Other Earned Income”, SG 610.03.05
Overtime (substantiating), FAQ 1704
Profit & Loss Statement (need not be audited), SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1109
Rental Income, SG 610.03.05
Self-employed
Third party documents” (not required), FAQ 1705
Profit and Loss Statement, SG 610.03.05
Tax Returns
Did not file, FAQ 1702, 1703
Electronic Filing, FAQ 1701
If Most Recent Year’s is not Available, SG 610.03.05
Not required to file, SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1703
Required for Borrowers Facing Imminent Default, SG 610.03.05
Unsigned, FAQ 1701
Timing
90 days, SG 610.01, 610.03.05
Before permanent modification (not required), FAQ 2209
Before permanent modification (required), SG 610.04.06
General, SG 610.03.05
Notice of Decision, SG 610.03.05
Notice of Receipt, SG 610.03.05
Property valuation, FAQ 2100
Unemployment/Benefit Income [could be changed by Fannie’s eventual adoption of HAUP?], SG 610.03.05; FAQ 2204, 2205
YTD earnings (required), SG 610.03.05; FAQ 1704

INTEREST RATE CALCULATION, SG 610 - 1

INTERPRETATION STANDARD, SG 610.07

MORTGAGE INSURANCE,
Must be Maintained, SG 610.08.03
Non-Inclusion in “Monthly Mortgage Payment,” SG 610.03.05

NOTIFICATION
Denials, SG 610.04.02
Available Inputs (after neg. NPV), FAQ 1810; A09-36
Model Language, A09-36
Offers to Eligible Borrowers, FAQ 2008; Conv. FAQ 1222-01
Reasonable Attempts (at solicitation), SG 610.04.01
Timing Requirement, FAQ 2314
Requirements, SG 610.04.02; Conv. FAQ 1230-01, 1230-02, 1210-02, 1208-02

NPV

Discretion to Modify when NPV is Negative, FAQ 1803
General, FAQ 1800
Inputs

Escrow Payments (changes to), FAQ 2209
General, FAQ 1810
Income (updates), FAQ 1810
Property Value, SG 610.03.04; FAQ 2100

Mortgage Insurance (considered), FAQ 1807
Negative result (by more than $5,000), SG 610.01, 610.03.04; FAQ 1803
Available Inputs, SG Exhibit 1, A09-36
Retest (limits), FAQ 1810
Timing, FAQ 2314

PAYMENTS

Certified Funds, FAQ 1709
“Good Standing,” SG 610 – L, 610.06; FAQ 2400, 2402
Missed TPP Payment (and notice of ineligibility for HAMP), SG 610.04.02; Conv.
FAQ 0106-01, 1211-02
Payment Calculation (“Waterfall”), SG 610.03.06
Payment Components (what’s included in calculation), SG 610.03.05
Payment ratio (31 percent), SG 610 – M, T, 610.01; FAQ 1102, 1105, 2309
Prepayment Penalties, SG 610.09.04; FAQ 1308
Trial Period

Acceleration (prepayment), SG 610.04.08; FAQ 2009
Higher payments (voluntary), FAQ 1110

PRINCIPAL FORBEARANCE AND REDUCTION

General, FAQ 1310
“Mark-to-Market LTV (MTMLTV) Ratio,” SG 610 - M
Partial Principal Prepay (“Curtailment”) (application of), FAQ 1500
Principal Forbearance Limitations, SG 610.03.06
Reduction prohibited, SG 610.03.06

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Credit Bureau reporting, SG 610.08.05; FAQ 2004
“Pay for performance” incentive, SG 610.09.04

RMA (REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION): See Applications

SECOND LIENS

General, FAQ 2202
Subordination Fees, FAQ 2307
SERVICER PARTICIPATION, SG 610.07; FAQ 1300

SERVICER SAFE HARBOR (scope and availability), FAQ 2406

SERVICING TRANSFERS
Modified Loans, SG 610.08.04

TRIAL PERIOD
2nd HAMP offer, SG 610.01; FAQ 2008, 2403; Conv. FAQ 0108-01, 1208-02
Acceleration (not allowed), SG 610.04.07; FAQ 2009
Application of Payments/suspense accounts, SG 610.04.08
Bankruptcy Filing, SG 610.04.07
Changes to Tax & Insurance Premiums during TPP, FAQ 2209
Credit Reporting (during trial period), SG 610.08.05; FAQ 1903
“Current,” SG 610.04.06
Duration (default vs. imminent default), SG 610 - T
Eligibility Determined (before), FAQ 2314
Extension (HAMP Waiver #20090803), Conv. FAQ 0106-01
“Failure”
  General, SG 610.04.06; FAQ 2001, 2002
  Application of Trial Payments, FAQ 2003
Foreclosure suspended, FAQ 1106, 2000
General, SG 610.04.07
Higher payments than TPP (voluntary), FAQ 1110
Home Affordable Modification Agreement (timing), SG 610.04.06; Conv. FAQ 1207-02
Interim Month Guidance, (between trial and mod), SG 610.04.07; Conv. FAQ 1207-01
Length (3 months vs. 4), SG 610.04.07
Loan Terms (not modified), FAQ 2003
Missed Payment, SG 610 – T; Conv. FAQ 0106-01, 1211-02
Missing Documents, FAQ 2008; Conv. FAQ 1211-01, 1210-01, 1209-01
Modification Effective Date, SG 610 – M, 610.04.07
Payment amount (for imminent default), SG 610.04.07
Servicer’s Obligation to Offer, FAQ 2008; Conv. FAQ 1222-01
Signature Not Required, SG 610.04.06
“Success,” FAQ 2001
Trial Period Plan Effective Date, SG 610 – T, 610.04.06, 610.04.07
Withdrawal, Conv. FAQ 1230-02

UNEMPLOYMENT/BENEFIT INCOME [MAY BE CHANGED BY FANNIE’S EVENTUAL ADOPTION OF HAUP?], FAQ 2204, 2205

VALUATION
  AVM confidence score, FAQ 2101
  BPO (exterior-only sufficient), FAQ 2102
Property Valuation, FAQ 2100
Timing, FAQ 2100

Waiver of Legal Claims, SG 610.01

Waterfall

Freddie Mac PMMS Rate, SG 610 – I; FAQ 2305
General, SG 610.03.06
HOPE for Homeowners, SG 610.10; FAQ 2300
Interest Rate, FAQ 2303, 2312
Junior Lien Holder Subordination Fees, FAQ 2307
Late Fees, SG 610.09.02
Loan Term (longer than 480 mos.), FAQ 2311
Pay Option ARM Loans, SG 610.03.06
Principal Forbearance Limitations, SG 610.03.06
Principal Forgiveness/Write-down (prohibited), SG 610.03.06
Prior Forbearance, FAQ 2308
Servicer adjustments, FAQ 2302, 2303
Servicing Advances (capitalize), SG 610.03.06
Term Extension, FAQ 2302, 2311, 2313
Timing, FAQ 2314
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**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:**


**FAQs:** [https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/guides/ssg/relatedservicinginfo/pdf/hampfaqs.pdf](https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/guides/ssg/relatedservicinginfo/pdf/hampfaqs.pdf)


**Conversion FAQs:** [https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/docs/hamp_servicer/hampconversionfaqs.pdf](https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/docs/hamp_servicer/hampconversionfaqs.pdf)

**Fannie Mae HAMP page:** [https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/mha/mhamod/](https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/mha/mhamod/)

**Home Affordable Modification Program Administrative Website:** Provides access to a HAMP overview plus servicer and borrower documents, including the Supplemental Directives, Supplemental Documentation FAQs and the Conversion FAQs. [https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/index.html](https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/index.html)

**Making Home Affordable Website:** Contains a borrower eligibility quiz and borrower FAQs. [http://makinghomeaffordable.gov/index.html](http://makinghomeaffordable.gov/index.html)

**Fannie Mae/ Freddie Mac Loans:** Links for determining whether a loan is owned by Freddie or Fannie are available here: [http://makinghomeaffordable.gov/loan_lookup.html](http://makinghomeaffordable.gov/loan_lookup.html).

**Fannie Mae Loan Workout Hierarchy:** Flow chart with all potential loan workout options, HAMP and non-HAMP: [https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/servicing/pdf/loanworkoutfactsheet.pdf](https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/servicing/pdf/loanworkoutfactsheet.pdf)

**Fannie Mae Foreclosure Prevention Alternatives:** Links to all relevant guidance [https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/servicing/](https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/servicing/)

**Alt Mod Resources:**

**Escalation:** servicing_solutions@fanniemae.com or 1-888-FANNIE-5 (each servicer should also have an internal escalations process)

**Government Accountability Office Reports:** Available at [http://www.gao.gov](http://www.gao.gov)

**Congressional Oversight Panel Reports:** Available at [http://cop.senate.gov](http://cop.senate.gov)

**SIG TARP Reports:** Available at [www.sigtarp.gov/reports](http://www.sigtarp.gov/reports)